Designing a Sensibility for Sustainable Clothing (S4S) is an AHRC-funded research project
co-hosted by the University of Exeter's Environment and Sustainability Institute and
Wolverhampton University's Fashion School exploring the impact engaged learning can have
on consumer behaviour patterns.
Over the past 18 months, expert-lead workshops in making, mending and upcycling fabric and
clothes have been delivered to volunteer participants in both Cornwall and the West Midlands.
These workshops, combined with reflective interviews from local film-makers, personal
diaries and wardrobe audits have generated a rich source of data and artefacts to be used for
social science and design research which ultimately intends to inform and direct parliamentary
policy with regards to the ethical and environmental implications of the clothing industry.

We welcome community groups to host our carefully created Sensibility for Sustainable
Clothing Exhibition, which is designed to:

* Explain our research processes
* Reveal the journeys of our participants, consultants and
research team
* Encourage viewers to think, feel and act more sustainably
in relation to their own clothing choices.

The exhibition interactively displays our participant-made artefacts. These showcase the widerange of skills, knowledges and processes our project revealed to participants. The exhibition
includes a tablet continuously playing our reflective films, which can be listened to through
headphones. This allows viewers to immerse themselves in the S4S project.
Primarily consisting of 2 A shaped stands, the exhibition furniture has been designed with
modularity in mind. It can be reshaped in order to fit the space. Square boards can be used either to
connect the two display stands or as separate tables

Dimensions
A-frame stand (x2)
h. 190 cm
w. 102 cm
d. (top) 35cm (base) 65cm
Connecting board/table
h. 98cm
w. 96c

In this configuration the exhibition measures 300cm in length

NB: Each stand is double-sided and therefore sufficient space must be allowed for viewers to
walk comfortably around it.

